
APPLAUSE

ASTRONAUT'S APPLAUSE - Use your hand to make a rocket blasting 
off, then yell, "You're out of this world!" 
ASTRONAUT APPLAUSE - Countdown, 10 .... 1!! BLASTOFF! 

ALMOST -: With hands far apart, bring them rapidly together but miss just  
before meeting each other. 
ARCHERY -: Shoot arrow and shout "BULLS EYE." 
AVON LADY CHEER -: "Dinnnnng! Donnnng!" 
AIR GUITARRE – pretend to play the guitarre and make sounds
BEE -  "Bzzzzzzzz, Bzzzzzzz, OUCH!" 
BEEHIVE  -: Buzz gets louder or softer when leader's hand is high or low. 
BEAR -  "Grrrrrr!" 
BIG HAND - Leader says, "let's give them a big hand" everybody holds up 
one hand, palm out. 
ABE LINCOLN  - That was great! HONEST! 
ALKA SELTZER  - Plop, Plop, Fizz, Fizz, Oh what a relief it is. 
ARTILLERY  Begin slowly with the flats of your palms and increase in 
speed: then slow down until finally the last time the hands are not 
brought together. 
BARKER'S YELL - Showtime, Showtime! 
BEAVER - Cut a tree by tapping front teeth together, slap your tail by 
slapping a palm against your thigh, then yell, "TIMBER!" 
BEAR - Growl like a bear 
BEN FRANKLIN - Hold both hands out in front of you as if flying a 
kite. Jerk back suddenly while saying, "Zap, Zap, Zap."(Lightening) 
BICYCLE CHEER - Pump, Pump, Pump. 
BIG SNEEZE - Cup hands in front of nose and sneeze in hands.  
Having nowhere to put it, wipe your hands in your hair. 



BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN  - How sweet it is. 
BLACK POWDER CHEER - Pretend to have black powder in your 
hand. Pour powder down the barrel. Stamp it down, raise the gun and 
fire saying, "Click, BANG!" 
BOBCAT - Stand and give a loud "Meow" three times. 
BOW AND ARROW - Make motion as if shooting an arrow and say, 
"Zing, Zing, Zing." Pretend to release an arrow with each zing.  
Variation: Slowly draw arrow from quiver on your back. Place arrow 
against string of bow, pull back, release and say "pffft." 
BRITISH RANK   -: Be Prepared! Be Prepared! Shout! Shout! Shout! 
Brownie! Daisy! Junior Girl Scout! 
BROKEN ARM - Stick arm out in front of you with the lower arm and 
hand dangling. Swing lower arm and hand back and forth in a limp 
manner. 
BULL  - Make bull horns with fingers while shouting "El Toro, El Toro !" 
BULL FIGHTER - Hold down cape and move to in appropriate motion 
while shouting "OLE!" 
BALLOON APPLAUSE   - Put hands to mouth and blow. As you blow, 
expand hands and then fling them out with a big "Bang!" 

BIG RAINSTORM - To simulate rain, have everyone hit one finger of his 
left hand with one finger of his right hand. Gradually increase the intensity of  
the storm by increasing the number of fingers hit together. Hold up the 
desired number of fingers as the signal to increase the intensity of the storm. 
Decrease the number of fingers tapping as the storm passes. 

BRAVO  - (FOR AN EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE) The cheer leader 
says: "That deserves a Bravo ! We'll do this in a circle." He then proceeds to  
have one end of the circle start with the 'BRR' sound and proceeds to point  
around the circle while they do the 'AVOOOO' sound. The sound level should 
rise as more of the circle comes in. 

BARBER - Alternating, strike the back, then the palm of one hand against 
the palm of the other as though sharpening a razor on a strap. 



BUTTERFLY WITH HICCUPS - Snap finger as hands flutter around.  
BASEBALL PLAYER'S APPLAUSE - Pretend to hit the ball, then yell, 
"Going, going, GONE! Grand slam!" 
BARBERSHOP APPLAUSE - Clap hands as a barber strops his razor,  
first by rubbing your palms together, then stroking the back of your right  
hand across your left palm. Don't forget the barber's flourishes and, finally 
the first downward stroke on your face accompanied by a harsh, scraping 
noise. 

BROKEN TROLLEY: - Pull the bell rope as if ringing a bell, saying 
"Clunk, clunk, clunk!" 

CAN OF APPLAUSE - Cheer and applaud as cover is removed from can 
and become quiet as lid is replaced. 

CHEF'S APPLAUSE - Take a big spoonful of food, taste it, rub your tummy 
and sigh "Delicious!" 

CLOWN APPLAUSE: - Hold fingers at both comers of mouth, pull mouth 
up into a smile and say "Smile, everybody, smile." 
CAR APPLAUSE - make motion of turning key in ignition and sound of  
reving up engine. End with screech for brakes. (Step on brakes) 
CLAM - Fold hands together, interlocking fingers. Clap by pressing palms 
together. 
COW  -  "MOOOOO!!!" 
COWBOY  - Twirl lasso. Yell: "Yeeee Haaaw!!!" 
CALL THE HOGS -  SOOOOOOOO EEEEEEEE, SOOOOOOOO, 
EEEEEEEE!!!!!!! PIG PIG PIG PIG!!! 
CANARY APPLAUSE (2000 LB) - Put hands on opposite shoulders,  
while opening and closing elbows, say, "Here, kitty, kitty." 
CAT'S MEOW - You're the cats MeeeeOOOOW!!! (to person receiving 
applause) 
CAUGHT FISH - Hold out left hand, palm up, and make flopping, 
gasping motions with the right hand on the palm of the left hand. 



CENTIPEDE - Group stands and yells: Ninety-nine THUMP!! Ninety-
nine THUMP!! Ninety-nine THUMP!! This wooden leg is murder!!! 
Variation: MY FEET ARE KILLING ME!!! Variation 2: My shoe bill is 
outrageous!!! 
CHEERIO - Cheerio-Cheerio-Cheerio. 
CHERRY - Pick a cheery, roll in your mouth, then spit the pit out with 
a loud "P-TUU." 
CHRISTMAS BELLS - Pretend to hold a bell rope, then get the left 
side of the audience to say "DING" on the downstroke and the other 
side of the audience to say "DONG" on the upstroke. Repeat three 
times. 
COLUMBUS - Put hands up like you're holding a telescope and shout 
"Land Ho". 
COCONUT - Pretend to shinny up a coconut tree,(Place arms out 
front as if hugging tree, move one hand and arm up a time and then 
the other), pretend to pick the coconut, let it fall to the ground(whistle 
as if a bomb was falling), hits the ground with a bang!! Shinny down 
(reverse your climbing motion), pretend to hit the coconut to open it,  
then say: THIS SURE IS A NUTTY APPLAUSE!!! 
CONSTITUTION CHEER - We the people, APPROVE! 
COO COO - Everyone nod their heads up and down and say: "COO-
COO" as many times as you tell them, as if you were striking the hour. 
COOKIE CLAP - Everyone takes a big bowl in their arms. In bowl,  
dump ingredients to make cookies, such as: flour, sugar, salt,  
chocolate chips and dill pickles (have the girls tell out the ingredients  
and you'll get some odd cookies). After the ingredients are in the bowl,  
you take a big spoon and with stirring motion yell "Crummy, Crummy, 
Crummy". 
CRAB - Have the group stand: Have them pretend to be on a boat, by 
swaying back and forth, and from side to side, have them grab hold of  
a rope as if they are hauling in their trap, have them grab the trap box 
and say: "THIS IS THE BIGGEST KING CRAB I HAVE EVER 
SEEN!!!" 



CORK - Hold out one hand as though holding the neck of a bottle. Put  
a cork in the bottle, then hit it in with the palm of the other hand. 
COYOTE - Have the everyone stand, cup their hands around their  
mouth and say: "YIP, YIP, YIPEEEE!!!!!" VARIATION: Add: "ARC, 
ARC, AROOOOOOOOO!! GEE, It's lonely out here." 
DEEP SEA DIVE -: Pretend to put on your diving suit, adjust your 
helmet, pretend to close face door, and screw the locks in place. Then 
pretend to jump into the water by jumping one step ahead, pretend to 
be sinking to the ocean floor, mumbling, "BLUG, BLUG, BLUG!!!" 
VARIATION: Add the following when you reach the "bottom": walk 
around very stiffly in a circle, then slowly bend over and pick up 
something and yell: "I found the TREASURE!!! I found the 
TREASURE." 
DESERT - "Yucca, Yucca, Yucca !!" 
DESERT RAT - Clutch throat and say: "HOW, HOW, HOW, WATER, 
WATER, GLUG, GLUG, GLUG." Wipe your mouth and sigh 
"AHHHHhhhhhh, I sure feel and look better.!!!" 
DIP STICK - Pretend to get under the hood of your car, find the dip 
stick, pull it out, and say, "OH, NO, YOU'RE A QUART LOW!!!" close 
the hood with a SLAM!!! 
DOUBTFUL - How come? (Build up on the HOW COME? Build up on 
the HOW to a big volume and then cut it off with a soft "COME?") 
DREAMER- Pretend to snore and wake up. Stretch and say: WOW, 
that was a Great Dream !!! 
DRUM - On legs make a rat-a-tat sound 3 or 4 times, then hit the 
stomach two times and say "Boom, Boom". 
DOCTOR'S - Open up, tongs out, everyone say "Aaaaaah!" 
DOG -  "Woof, woof, woof!" 
DRUM ROL -: Pat knees soft then loud, then one last pat. 
DUCK CALL - Make a duck call by making a circle with thumb & index 
finger. Blow like a trumpet. 

DYNAMITE - Light fuse, "Sssssssssssssss, BOOM!" 



DYNOMITE – Say it like in Good Times “Dyn-O-Mite!”

EAGLE - Lock thumbs and flutter fingers like wing and shout "Cree, cree!" 

EASY DUCK CALL: #2 -  "Here duck! Here duck!" 
ESKIMO: Hold your shoulders, shiver, say "Brrrr." 
ELEPHANT - Let arm act as a trunk, wave it brokenly in front of your 
face. Raise your forearm up and down and say, "Peanuts, peanuts 
anyone?" 
FERRIS WHEEL - Like Round of Applause but  say "Ooooh" on the way 
up, "Aaaah" on the way down. 
FIREWORKS -  Look up at the ceiling and say "OOOOOH!" "AHHHHH!" 
FOOD -  Rub stomach and say "Yuuuummm!" 
FOOTBALL  -Signal a touchdown and yell "Touchdown!" 
FRED FLINTSTONE  - "Yabba-dabba-doo". 
FROG - Crouch down. Jump Up."Ribbit! Ribbit!" 

FIREMAN - Water, Water, Water! More, More, More! 
FLAT TIRE  - : Say “Flop, flop, flop, where's the spare?“ 

FLEA CLAP - Have everyone raise his hands above his head. Applaud by 
clicking the nails of the thumb and forefinger of each hand. 

FAREWELL - Hold one hand above the eyes as though looking into 
the distance while slowly waving the other hand. 
FIRECRACKEr -  Strike a match on the leg, light the firecracker, make 
noise like fuse "sssss", then yell loudly "BANG!!" 
FIRE ENGINE - Divide the group into four sections: (1) Rings the bell 
fast, DING; (2) Honks the horn, HONK, HONK, HONK; (3) Sounds the 
siren, Rrrr, Rrrr, Rrrr; (4) Clangs the clangor, CLANG, CLANG, 
CLANG. Have all four groups do their parts together. 
FISH - Pretend to a fish by it's tail with one hand with one hand and 
plug your nose with the other and say: "PEEE-U-EEEEE!!!!" 



FISH 2 -  Suck in your cheeks, form an "O" with your mouth, move it  
as if you were a fish, without making a sound!!! 
FISH 3 -  Hold your nose and say: "SMELLY, SMELLY, SMELLY!!! 
FISHERMAN - Pretend to reel out some line, let it drift, yank your 
pretend pole back and start to reel in the fish. Struggle with it for a 
short time and say: "I'VE GOT IT!!! I'VE GOT IT!!!" 

FLOWER - Like a flower blooming, raise part way in your chair, look 
around and thumb jump up yelling, "Sproooooong!" 
FLUTE - Pretend to be playing the flute while marching in place . 
FOIL DINNER: - "RAW, RAW, RAW !!" 
FONZ: Make a fist thumbs pointing up with each hand in front of you 
and say "Aaaaaayyyy." 
FROZEN - Wrap your hands around yourself and say "Brrrrrrr". 
GEORGE WASHINGTON - : That was great. I cannot tell a lie. 
GEORGE WASHINGTON 2 -  Get out axe and swing it at a tree while 
saying, "Chip, chop, chop, TIMBER!" then yell, "WRONG TREE!" 
GOLF - Shout "FORE" and pretend to hit the ball, place hand over 
above eyes to follow where the ball went. V
GONDOLIER - Make a motion as if polling a boat, singing out: "O, 
SOLE MIO" 

Girl Scout Yell - Rip, Rap, Rap! Rip, Rap, Ree! Loyal Happy Girl 
Scouts are We! 

GIVE A BIG HAND - Hold out an open palm towards performer. 

GRAND - Everyone is sitting down in their chairs. All stomp their feet three 
times loudly, then slap leg three times, then clap hands 3 times. Then stand 
up all together and shout "Ra, Ra, Ra!" 
GHOST   - Hold up hands as if to scare someone and say 'WHOOOOO-
YOU! YOU WERE GREAT!' 



GHOST, FAST - "Boo!" 
GHOST, SCARY - Stand, hands up: "Whooooooooo." 
GOOD TURN - Stand, clap as you turn in one full circle. 
GRAND - Everyone is sitting down in their chairs. All stomp their feet  
three times loudly, then slap leg three times, then clap hands 3 times.  
Then stand up all together and shout "Ra, Ra, Ra!" 
GRAND HOW -: HOW! HOW! HOO-O-OO-OOW! 
GRAND SNEEZE - "A-h-h-h Chooooo! Three times, each time getting 
louder. 
GRAPE - Hold one hand out as if holding a bunch of grapes, with the 
other hand pick a grape, chew it and spit out the pit. 
GRAPE JUICE - Every one stomps around as if stomping grapes, 
then reach down with one hand dipping with a glass and drinking it,  
saying, "AAAAAhhhhh." 
GREAT JOB - Have one half of the audience say, "Great" and the 
other half say, "Going." Alternate each side. 
GUPPY - Suck in both sides of your mouth and make a kissing noise 
three times. 
HARRY POTTER – wave a wand and say Wingardium Leviosa 
HOMERUN - "Back…Back…Back…HOMERUN! 
HAY! STRAW  - Explain that when you call "HAY" or STRAW, the group 
is to respond with the opposite word. For more fun, mix them up fast. 

HAMMER APPLAUSE - Hold nail in one hand and hammer with other 
hand, saying “:Bang, bang, bang, ouch!”: (and shake hand that got hit). 

HANDKERCHIE -: Tell the group that they are supposed to applaud 
as long as the handkerchief you are about to throw in the air, when it  
hits the floor to stop applauding. Variation: Catch the handkerchief  
instead of letting it drop. Vary the applauding by using short throws,  
long throws, throwing to someone in the audience etc. 



HEART AND SOLE - Slap heart and sole of shoe. 
HELPER - Group stands and cheers, "Great job! Great JOB! GREAT 
JOB!" Getting louder each time. 
INDIANA JONES - sing the theme song  “Dah da dah, dah da dah....”
INDIANNA JONES 2 -  Snakes, it would have to be snakes. 
INDIAN  - Stomp feet three times, beat chest three times, 5 Indian 
yells with hand over mouth

ICE CUBE -  COOOOOOOOOL! 

JET FLYING - "ZOOOOOM" 
JET FLYING BACKWARDS -: "MOOOOOZ!" 

JACKHAMMER APPLAUSE: - Hold jackhammer with both hands and 
begin using it. “:Bap-bap-bap-bap-bap!”:

JAVELIN - Hold hand as if close over a javelin, raise arm above 
shoulder and pretend to throw the javelin forward, wait a couple of  
seconds and say "Thud". 
JAWS - Cheer: Chomp, Chomp, Chomp. 
JAWS 2 - Hold arms to cover face (Hands holding elbows) yell 
"AAAAAH, HELP!" 
JAWS 3 – make a fin on your head and sing the shark attack music :da 
da...da. da..da da da da ......
JET CLAP - Swish your hand across the front of you like a jet and 
clap your hands twice, real fast to simulate the sonic boom. 
JOLLY GREEN GIANT -  Cheer: HO, HO, HO! 
JELLY FISH FIELDS – use pointer finger and gently touch your neighbor 
and say ZZAAPPP
KNIGHT  - Kneel and place your right hand on your left shoulder, then 
on your right shoulder, while saying -- I dub thee Sir Knight. 

KETCHUP BOTTLE -- Slap top of fist with other hand 



LUMBERJACK -  Cut a tree with a saw while saying, "Zuba,Z-zub z-zuba. 
Then yell "Timber." 

LION TAMER APPLAUSE - Pretend to have a whip and a chair, hold your 
chair with one hand and the whip in the other, pretend to crack the whip and 
lunge at the lion with the chair, yelling: "Back Simba, back!! Back Simba! ! 
Back!! Back! !" 

LIBERTY BELL  - Ding, Ding, Ding, Dong! Let freedom ring! 
LIGHTENING - With one hand draw a zig-zag in the air in front of you 
saying, "ZAP, ZAP, ZAP." 
LIGHTS IN THE SKY - Look up in the star to find the stars, then say,  
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Twinkle". 
LIVEWIRE - Grab onto a live electrical wire and shake the whole 
body.  
MAKE YOUR OWN – You decide what to do
MAD DOCTOR CHEER - Scalpel, sponge, sponge, sponge, oops. 
MAD SCIENTIST - Pretend to hold a test tube in one hand. Pour 
something into it; then something else, then shout "Boooommm!" 
MEXICAN HAT DANCE - Put hands on feet and stamp feet while 
turning around in a circle singing song
MILK SHAKE - Shake contents in a shaker bottle, slurp the drink. 
MODEL "T": - Pretend to honk your horn and say "Ooooga, Ooooga, 
Ooooga". 
MOTHER  -: Mother, Mother, She's the one. If Mother can't do it, it 
can't be done. 
MOTORBOAT -: Flutter your hand in front of you while your tongue 
flutters. 
MOUNT SAINT HELEN'S -: Make fists out of both hands and put 
them together. Make the sound of steam building "ssssSSSS", the 
sound builds; then when the mountain erupts yell "BOOM as hands 
and arms extend over the head. 
MOSQUITO -  Slap face, neck, shoulders, etc. 



Mount Rushmore -  WASHINGTON, JEFFERSON, LINCOLN, 
ROOSEVELT ! 

MILKING THE COW  - Need two people for this one; with one person's 
arms out in front, fingers interlocked and thumbs down. Other person comes 
and takes a thumb in each hand and does the motion of milking a cow. Or 
you can just pretend that an udder is there. 

MOTORCYCLE CHEER -  Hold  hands like you're gripping handlebars. 
Raise  foot and kick downward while making a sputtering sound. On the third 
try, the engine starts with a “Varoom.“ 

MAGICIAN'S -: Have group pretend to take off top hat, reach into the hat 
with the free hand and pretend to pull out a rabbit, as they say: "Ta 
Daaaaaaaa! !" 
NEW PERSON APPLAUSE: - "Hi there, welcome, welcome, welcome!" 

OVEREATER'S APPLAUSE - Looking uncomfortable, rub stomach and 
slowly say "I can't believe I ate the whooole thing." 

ONE HAND - Leader: "What is the sound of one hand clapping?" Everyone 
claps one hand. 

OLYMPICS: Join hands, raise them over head and shout, "Go for the 
Gold!" 
OPEC -  "CRUDE, CRUDE, CRUDE." 
PTA CLAP - Just plain old clapping for those who lack any 
imagination. 

PATROL - Yell in unison "Clap your hands" (clap 5 times) " Stomp your 
feet" (Stomp 5 times) then shout "PATROL ____cannot be beat!"
PATROL   - Leader yells "What's the best Patrol?" and all Patrols respond 
with their number. 

POLICEMAN'S  - Make a high-pitched siren sound while turning your head 
side to side like a rotating light. 



PIRATE – make your finger into a hook and say “aaarrrggghh”

PIRATE 2 -  "Yo, ho, ho, and a bottle of Sprite. 

PIRATE 3 - Avast Ye land lubbers! Walk that plank! Glub, Glub, Glub. 

PIRATE 4 -  "Hoist the Jolly Roger! We're off to find the treasure! Yo 
Ho Ho !! 

PANCAKE - Pretend to be holding a frying pan and a spatula in your 
hands. Pretend to put the spatula under the pancake and flip the 
pancake into the air. Look into the air as though watching the pancake 
flip in the air. Catch the pancake with the spatula, and flip it on your 
hand making a loud "Clap." 
PAPER BAG - Make motions to simulate opening a paper bag., 
forming neck, blowing it up and pop it, saying "POP" loudly. 
PARTY -  Throw hands in the air and say, "Confetti, Confetti, Confetti." 
PERSONAL  - Stomp feet three times and shout personal name. 
PINATA  - : Pretend to hit pinata, say "Swoosh" (Miss), "Swoosh" 
(miss), "Swoosh" (hit) "HOORAY." 
PONY - Clap your hands together, then slap your leg with each hand 
to simulate a pony trot. 
PONY EXPRESS YELL - Have everyone gallop in place and shout, 
"YIPPEEEEEEEEEE". 
POPEYE: -  1st group yells: "Where's my spinach! Where's my 
spinach! 2nd group yells: "Toot, toot! You're Popeye the sailor man! 
Here's your spinach! 1st group: "well, blow me down, I love my 
spinach! Toot, toot! 
PRESIDENT: Salute and say: "Hail to the Chief." 

PERSONAL  - Stamp feet three times, then shout the individual s name. 

CPHOTOGRAPHER'S - Pretend to take their picture. "Everyone smile. 
Say Cheeese!" 



PINKY - Applause with little fingers only. 
PIG  - Suueeee, Pig! Pig! Pig! 
POLITICIAN'S  - Pat yourself on the back. 
POPCORN  - "Pop! . . . Pop! . . Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! 
Pop!" 
RELAY - First person claps second person's hand and then relay it on 
through all of the Cubs. 
ROLLER COASTER - Hold onto bar, tip back, say "Click,click, click, 
click, click, WHEEEEEE!" 
ROUND OF APPLAUSE - While clapping hands, move them around in a 
circle in front of you. 
RELAY - First person in row claps next person's hand and so on down 
to the end of the row. 
REVERSE APPLAUSE - Move hands away from each other. 
ROAD RUNNER -: Beep-Beep-Zoom." 
ROBOT - Walk stiff legged with arms in place saying in a monotone 
voice, "DOES NOT COMPUTE, DOES NOT COMPUTE!" 
ROOSTER -  Placing your thumbs in your armpits, wave the arms up 
and down while crowing. 
RUDOLPH - Put thumbs to your head with fingers up, forming 
antlers. Wrinkle your nose, saying. Blink, Blink, Blink." 

RAINSTORM  - Start by gently patting knees alternately to simulate light 
rain. Increase the noise by switching to hand clapping as the storm reaches it 
height. With a hand signal, have everyone shout, "boom!" to represent 
thunder. Gradually decrease the hand clapping and then pat the knees as the 
storm subsides. 

SPONGE BOB – do his laugh 

SPIDER APPLAUSE:- Walk all 4 fingers of one hand up the other arm and 
scream, "Eeeekkk" 



SIX SHOOTER APPLAUSE - Poke finger in air & say "Bang, bang,"blow 
on finger to cool off the barrel put in holster. 

SPICE GIRLS APPLAUSE - Swing hips from side to side & say "hip-hip 
hooray!" 

SHUFFLE – Everybody's shufflin

SEAL OF APPROVAL - Put your arms straight out together. Clap flippers 
and say "Ort, Ort, Ort" 
SILENT  - Everyone stands and open their mouths and screams without 
making any sound. 
SIX SHOOTER -  Point imaginary gun in air and say "BANG!" six times. 
SUPERSONIC -  Wave arms; pretend to cheer. Sit down wait a moment, 
then make sounds. 
SURGEON'S -  Right Side of room: "Scalpel!" Left Side: "Sponge!" Back: 
"Oops!" Go faster & faster. 

SALT AND PEPPER - Hold both fists out in front of you and raise up 
the thumbs. Gradually increasing the number of fingers hitting 
together. Decrease the number of fingers as the storm passes. 
SANTA CLAUS - Reach out and hold stomach saying loudly, "HO, 
HO, HO" three times. Variation: Add: "MERRY CHRISTMAS!" 
SANTA CLAUS CHIMNEY - Pretend to be driving your sleigh, say: 
"Whoa!" (pulling up on the reins), get out of the sleigh, pretend to 
climb into the chimney, begin to slide down and struggle, say: 
"Wheeze, grunt, rattle, clank, oh, no," move hands as if falling trying to 
grasp the sides of the chimney, then yell: "Craaaasssshhhh and then 
put your finger to your mouth and say, "Shhhhhhh!" 
SATELLITE - Put your right hand over your head, making a circular 
motion with the right hand, opening and closing the right fist, while 
saying "Gleep, Gleep, Gleep". Variation: Begin with a countdown from 
10, at zero, yell, "BLASTOFF! stretch arm over head saying "Gleep, 
Gleep, Gleep" and turn around three times. 
SLEIGH - Say "Ding-a-ling" three times. 



SAW - Pretend to get a piece of lumber, measure it, pretend to draw a 
line, place pencil behind the ear, pick up your pretend saw and begin 
to saw holding your lumber with one hand and sawing with the other, 
while making your best sawing impression. 
SEAL OF APPROVAL -  Pretend you are balancing a ball on the end 
of your nose. 
SIESTA CHEER - Remain seated and pull an imaginary sombrero 
over face while snoring LOUDLY. 
SILENT YELL - Raise both fists to level with hand and shout without 
any sound while shaking both fists. Or else have everyone stand in 
unison and open their mouths and scream without making any sound. 
SILENT SMOKE - Make a fist with one hand, point the index finger, 
hold it close to the chest, then with a circular motion, begin to slowly 
raise your arm, keeping the finger extended until it is high over your 
head. 
SIX SHOOTER - Point finger in the air and say "BANG" six times, 
then blow smoke from the end of the gun. 
SKATEBOARD - Stand up and move top part of body from one side 
to the other as if trying to keep balance and say, "Zoooommm." 
SKY ROCKET: - Make a motion of striking a match on your pants, 
lean over to light your rocket. Make a "SH, SH, SH" sound, point from 
the floor to the sky as if you were following it in flight with your finger. 
CLAP hands and say "BOOM" spread arms wide and say 
"AH____AH____AH". 
STAMP OF APPROVAL - Pound the palm of your left hand rapidly 
with your right fist. For another version, throw a handkerchief or cap in 
the air, have the boys stamp their feet until the cap hits the floor. 
STEAMBOAT - Use both hands to make large rotary motion as if they 
were paddle wheels. At the same time say "Chug-achug-chug". Then 
reach up with the right hand and pull down saying "Toot, Toot". 
SUPER-SCOUT: - Faster then a speeding bullet, more powerful then 
a locomotive, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. It's Super-
scout! 



SWIMMER'S BELLY - Put both hands out in front of you and slap 
your hands together once. Look both ways and say, "Where's the 
water, where's the water." 
SWINE YELl- Suueeee, Pig! Pig! Pig! 
SWORD - Pretend to have a sword in your hand. Swing it across the 
body three times saying, "Swish, Swish, Swish." 
TEXAS - How: How! How! Howdy pardner! 
THREE STRIKES - Turn head to the side sharply while saying, 
"Strike!" Do these three times and end with, "You're out!" 
TIGHTROPE WALKER - Have your arms out as if balancing on a 
tightrope. Lean to one side and say "Aaaiiiii" as you simulate falling. 
TONTO - Leader says "Where does Tonto take his trash?" The 
audience yells in reply, "To de dump, to de dump, to de dump dump 
dump," to the rhythm of a running horse in a sing-song manner while 
clapping hands on thighs. (Like Lone Ranger) 
TORTILLA - Slap both hands together, alternating one hand and the 
other >from top to bottom. On every fourth clap, shout, "OLE!" 
TOUCAN YELL - Hold hands in front of mouth, simulating a bird 
opening its beak, several times while saying "TOUCAN, TOUCAN, 
TOUCAN! A CUB(SCOUT) CAN TOO!!!" 
TRAIN - Divide audience into groups to make different train sounds, 
get faster and faster until a bell rings. 
TRUMPET - da-da-da-da-dada-da-da-CHARGE! 
TURKEY YELL - Say "Gobble, gobble,," then rub stomach saying 
"Yum, yum". 
TURTLE - Fold arms in front of face with face hidden. 
TWO-HANDED SAW - Everyone pairs off into two's. Each pair sticks 
their hands out with their thumbs up. Alternately grab each other's 
thumbs until all four hands are each holding a thumb. Move arms and 
hands back and forth as if sawing. 
TRAIN APPLAUSE - Tap hand going up arm saying “ CHOO CHOO” 
louder and louder till reaching shoulder then make sound of blowing whistle. 



THE ONE YOU NEVER HEARD - Fake a clap & miss at the last moment 

THEATER - "Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!" 
THUNDERSTORM -  Pat knees soft them loud, then yell "Booom" 
TIGER CALL - Quietly: "Here, kitty, kitty, kitty." "Here, kitty, kitty, kitty." 
TONY THE TIGER - "They're Greeeeeat!" 

UPPER HAND - Stand on your toes, holding your hands straight over your 
head to applause.

UMPIRE - Stee-rike! 
VALLY GIRL – Like totally awesome! And whip head to the left
VIKING - Attack! Attack! Attack! Retreat! Retreat! Retreat! Retreat!  

WAITER  - Have group look around as if looking for someone, hold their 
right hand up and snap their fingers and say: "Waiter! ! Waiter! ! Waiter! !" 

WOODCHOPPER'S APPLAUSE - Have group get out their pretend ax 
and make sure it's sharp, swing at their pretend tree, saying: "Chip, Chop, 
chip, chop, chop, chop, chop, chop, chop" then stand back and yell: 
"Timmmmbbbuurrr! ! " 

WILD MAN - Wave your hands, shake your head and make a loud, "A-U-G-
G-H." 

WOW - A long drawn out W-o-o-o-o-w, starting softly and low in pitch then 
rising higher and louder then back down. 

WHIP - Pretend to snap a whip and say "Yhaw, Yhaw." 

WATER SPRINKLER - Move outstretched arm in a circle: "Choo, Choo, 
Choo, etc." Swing back "Whee!" 
WATERMELON - Hold a big slice in both hands, suck up from one end to 
the other, spit out the seeds. 
WAVE - As done at sports, stand, raise hand and cheer then sit as a wave 
around the room. 



WAVE OF APPLAUSE - Like Wave but clap on your turn. 
WOLF  -  "Wooooooooooooooooooo!" 

WALK - Tramp, Tramp, Tramp. 
WEIGHT LIFTER - Attempt to lift bar-bell and say "AAAaagh!" as you 
get the weight up above the head, then drop it to the floor saying,  
"THUD!" 
WHEN I DO - The orders are "When I bring my hands together, you 
do. When I do not, you must not." Then go through several false 
motions to see if you can catch the group napping. 
WESTERN HOW - Stamp feet three times, slap knees three times, 
whip hand around head three times, and yell "YIPPI-I-A." 
WITCH -: Say in witchy voice: "Heee, Heee, Heee." 
YODELERS - Cup hands around mouth saying, "Yodel, ley, lee, who." 


	ASTRONAUT'S APPLAUSE - Use your hand to make a rocket blasting off, then yell, "You're out of this world!" 
	BUTTERFLY WITH HICCUPS - Snap finger as hands flutter around. BASEBALL PLAYER'S APPLAUSE - Pretend to hit the ball, then yell, "Going, going, GONE! Grand slam!" 
	BROKEN TROLLEY: - Pull the bell rope as if ringing a bell, saying "Clunk, clunk, clunk!" 
	CAN OF APPLAUSE - Cheer and applaud as cover is removed from can and become quiet as lid is replaced. 
	CHEF'S APPLAUSE - Take a big spoonful of food, taste it, rub your tummy and sigh "Delicious!" 
	CLOWN APPLAUSE: - Hold fingers at both comers of mouth, pull mouth up into a smile and say "Smile, everybody, smile." 
	FIREMAN - Water, Water, Water! More, More, More! 
	GIVE A BIG HAND - Hold out an open palm towards performer. 
	GRAND - Everyone is sitting down in their chairs. All stomp their feet three times loudly, then slap leg three times, then clap hands 3 times. Then stand up all together and shout "Ra, Ra, Ra!" 
	PATROL - Yell in unison "Clap your hands" (clap 5 times) " Stomp your feet" (Stomp 5 times) then shout "PATROL ____cannot be beat!"
	PERSONAL  - Stamp feet three times, then shout the individual s name. 
	CPHOTOGRAPHER'S - Pretend to take their picture. "Everyone smile. Say Cheeese!" 

